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I. INTRODUCTION
Joseph Oliger, Director
The Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science (RIACS) was established by the
Universities Space Research Association (USRA) at the NASA Ames Research Center
(ARC) on June 6, 1983. RIACS is privately operated by USRA, a consortium of
universities with research programs in the aerospace sciences, under conla'act with NASA.
The primary mission of RIACS is to provide research and expertise in computer science
and scientific computing to support the scientific missions of NASA ARC. The research
carried out at RIACS must change its emphasis from year to year in response to NASA
ARC's changing needs and technological opportunities. A flexible scientific staff is
provided through a university faculty visitor program, a post doctoral program, and a
student visitor program. Not only does this provide appropriate expertise but it also
introduces scientists outside of NASA to NASA problems. A small group of core RIACS
staff provides continuity and interacts with an ARC technical monitor and scientific
advisory group to determine the RIACS mission. RIACS activities are reviewed and
monitored by a USRA advisory council and ARC technical monitor.
Research at RIACS is currently being done in the following areas:
Advanced Methods for Scientific Computing
High Performance Networks
During this report period Professor Antony Jameson of Princeton University, Professor
Wei-Pai Tang of the University of Waterloo, Professor Marsha Berger of New York
University, Professor Tony Chan of UCLA, Associate Professor David Zingg of
University of Toronto, Canada and Assistant Professor Andrew Sohn of New Jersey
Institute of Technology have been visiting RIACS.
January 1, 1996 through September 30, 1996 RIACS had three staff scientists, four
visiting scientists, one post-doctoral scientist, three consultants, two research associates
and one research assistant.
RIACS held a joint workshop with Code 1 29-30 July 1996. The workshop was held to
discuss needs and opportunities in basic research in computer science in and for NASA
applications. There were 14 talks given by NASA, industry and university scientists and
three open discussion sessions. There were approximately fifty participants. A
proceedings is being prepared. It is planned to have similar workshops on an annual basis.
RIACS technical reports are usually preprints of manuscripts that have been submitted to
research journals or conference proceedings. A list of these reports for the period January
1, 1996 through September 30, 1996 is in the Reports and Abstracts section of this report.
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Ho RESEARCH PROJECTS
A. ADVANCED METHODS FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
DYNAMIC MESH ADAPTION OF TETRAHEDRAL GRIDS WITH QUALITY
CONTROL
Rupak Biswas and Roger C. Strawn (US Army AFDD)
Dynamic mesh adaption on unstructured grids is a powerful tool for computing steady and
unsteady three-dimensional problems that require local grid modifications to efficiently
resolve solution features. By locally refining and coarsening the mesh to capture flowfield
phenomena of interest, such a procedure makes standard computational methods more cost
effective. However, for unsteady flows, the coarsening and refinement steps must be
executed frequently; hence, their performance must be comparable to that of the flow
solver.
An efficient solution-adaptive procedure has been developed for the simultaneous
coarsening and refinement of three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes. An innovative data
structure, that uses a combination of dynamically-allocated arrays and linked lists, allows
the mesh connectivity to be rapidly reconstructed after individual points are added and/or
deleted. The data structure is based on edges of the mesh rather than the tetrahedral
elements that not only enhances the efficiency but also facilitates anisotropic mesh adaption.
This means that each tetrahedral element is defined by its six edges rather than by its four
vertices. Error indicators are used to identify regions of the mesh that require adaption.
The overall objective is to optimize the distribution of mesh points so that the flowfield is
accurately modeled with a minimum of computational resources.
One problem with the anisotropic subdivision of tetrahedral elements is that repeated
refinement can significantly deteriorate the quality of the mesh. Poor mesh quality is
defined as a grid deficiency that leads to inaccurate flowfield solutions. Our algorithm
controls the quality of the mesh by never further subdividing anisotropically-refined
elements. This effectively provides an upper bound on element face angles and controls the
growth of the maximum vertex degree.
The tetrahedral mesh adaption code, called 3D-TAG, has been coupled with several
unstructured flow solvers to solve large realistic problems on a Cray C-90. It has been
used with a hybrid structured/unstructured overset grid scheme to capture vortices in a
helicopter rotor wake. It has been combined with Euler solvers to solve problems in
helicopter aerodynamics as well as to capture flows over complete supersonic transport
configurations. The adaption procedure has also been successfully implemented on both a
shared-memory SGI Power Challenge XL and a distributed-memory IBM SP2.
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HELICOPTERNOISEPREDICTIONSUSING COMPUTATIONAL
AEROACOUSTICS
RupakBiswas,LeonidOlikerandRogerC. Strawn(USArmy AFDD)
High-performancehelicoptersandtiltrotorsgenerateexcessivenoisebothin forwardflight
andduringtakeoffsandlandings.Futuredesignsmusthavelow noiseif theyareto
operatesuccessfullynearheavily-populatedareas.Theaccuratepredictionof helicopter
noiseis essentialto its control.Traditionalacousticanalogyapproachescannotmodelthe
near-fieldnonlinearphenomenafrom high-speedrotorblades.CFDtechniquesaremuch
bettersuitedfor thesenear-fieldnonlinearitiesbutcannotefficientlypropagateacoustic
signalsoverlargedistancesdueto numericaldissipation.TheKirchhoff formulation,on
theotherhand,canpropagateacousticsignalswithoutdissipationbutassumesaconstant
speedof soundoutsideaKirchhoff surface.Our goalis to accuratelyandefficiently
predicthelicopternoisefor a widevarietyof flight regimesandrotorbladeshapesusinga
hybridCFD/Kirchhoff scheme.
TwodifferentKirchhoff methodshavebeendevelopedto predictacousticsignalsin thefar
field in acomputationallyefficientmanner.Bothmethodsperformanintegrationovera
surfacethatcompletelyenclosestherotorblades.Thefirst methodusesasurfacethat
rotateswith theblades.Thesecondusesanonrotatingsurface.Both thestationaryand
rotatingKirchhoffmethodshavebeenutilized to modelhigh-speedimpulsive(HSI) and
blade-vortexinteraction(BVI) noisefor helicopterrotorsin forwardflight. The
nonrotatingmethodhasalsobeencombinedwith anoversetgridNavier-Stokessolverto
predicttheacousticsignatureof arbitraryrotors.
Up until now,theseCFD/Kirchhofftechniqueshavebeenusedto computeacousticsignals
atahandfulof far-field observerlocationsto comparewithexperimentalmicrophone
measurements.While thesecomparisonsareusefulfor validation,theydonotexploit the
full capabilitiesof thenewacousticpredictionmethods.TheCFD/Kirchhoffformulations
cancomputefar-field acousticpressuresat manyobserverlocationscoveringlargeregions
of theflowfield. Whenviewedasawhole,theseacousticsignalsgivea greatdealof
insightinto thefar-field propagationcharacteristicsof helicopternoise.
HIGH-ORDERFINITE DIFFERENCESCHEMESWITH SHARPSHOCK
RESOLUTIONFOREULER EQUATIONS
MargotGerritsenandPelleOlsson
In previousresearchprojectsit hasbeendemonstratedhowto constructnumericalschemes
thatsupportone-or two-pointshocksfor scalarconservationlaws. This theorydoesnot
directly applyto theEulerequations,but following asimilarapproachwecanconstructa
scalarviscositythatsupportsapproximateone-pointshocks.Theviscosityis determined
completelyby theflow variablesoneithersideof theshock.
Theshockresolutioncanbesignificantlyimprovedbytheintroductionof asmallsubgrid
locallyaroundtheshock(steadyaswell asunsteady).Thepositioningof thesubgridis
determinedby adetectionalgorithmbasedona multiscalewaveletanalysisof thepressure
grid function,whichquickly andaccuratelylocatespotentialshocksandspurious
oscillations.It alsosuppliestheinformationneededto computetheartificialviscosity
terms.Thedetectionalgorithmis derivedfrom anoisedetectionalgorithmdevelopedby
Mallat andcoworkersin signalanalysis.
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Theresultingartificialviscositycanbeincorporatedinto thedifferenceschemesuchthatan
entropyinequalityholds.
PARALLELPRECONDITIONERFORCFD
Wei-PaiTang
An effectivelinearsolveris anessentialpartof sophisticatedCFDcode.Commonly,most
of theCPUtimeof thecomputationis spenton thelinearsolver. Whenthesizeof the
modelgrowsandthedifficulty of thesimulationincreases,theperformanceof thelinear
solverbecomescrucial.If thecomputationis carriedout in ahighperformancecomputer,
newissuesalsoarise.
Theuseof preconditionedKrylov spacemethodshasbeenprovento beacompetitive
solutiontechniquefor widerangesof largesparsematrixproblems.It is acknowledged
now thatahighqualitypreconditioneris thekeyto thesuccess.Theobjectiveof this
projectis to investigateparallelimplementationissueswhenahighperformancecomputer
is used.This is ajoint projectwith NASAdvancedAlgorithm Division.It is anon-going
project.Fist phaseof prototypetestingis completed.A realparallelimplementationis
planedfor nextyear.
RESEARCHIN AERODYNAMICSHAPEOFFIMIZATION
JamesReutherandAntonyJameson
Sincetheinceptionof CFD,researchershavesoughtnot onlyaccurateaerodynamic
predictionmethodsfor givenconfigurations,butalsodesignmethodscapableof creating
newoptimumconfigurations.Yet,whileflow analysiscannowbecarriedoutoverquite
complexconfigurationsusingtheNavier-Stokesequationswith ahighdegreeof
confidence,directCFDbaseddesignis often limitedto verysimpletwo-dimensionaland
three-dimensionalconfigurations,usuallywithouttheinclusionof viscouseffects. The
maineffort of thisresearchis to overcomethedifficultiespresentin traditionalaerodynamic
optimizationmethodsbyintroducingnewtechnology.TheCFD-basedaerodynamic
designmethodsof the pastcanbegroupedinto two basiccategories:inversemethods,and
numericaloptimizationmethods.
Inversemethodsderivetheirnamefrom thefact thattheyinvertthegoalof theflow
analysisalgorithm. Insteadof obtainingthesurfacedistributionof anaerodynamic
quantity,suchaspressure,for agivenshape,theycalculatetheshapefor agivensurface
distributionof anaerodynamicquantity. Mostof thesemethodsarebasedonpotentialflow
techniques,andfew of themhavebeenextendedto three-dimensions.Thecommontraitof
all inversemethodsis their computationalefficiency.Typically, transonicinversemethods
requiretheequivalentof 2-10completeflow solutionsin orderto renderacompletedesign.
Sinceobtainingafew solutionsfor simpletwo-dimensionalandthree-dimensionaldesigns
canbedonein atmostafew hoursonmoderncomputers ystems,thecomputationalcost
of mostinversemethodsis consideredto beminimal. Unfortunately,theysufferfrom
manylimitationsanddifficulties. Theirmostglaringlimitationis thattheobjectiveisbuilt
directlyinto thedesignprocessandthuscannotbechangedto anarbitraryor more
appropriateobjectivefunction.
A traditionalalternative,whichavoidssomeof thedifficultiesof inversemethods,butonly
atthepriceof heavycomputationalexpense,is to usenumericaloptimizationmethods.The
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essenceof thesemethodsis verysimple:anumericaloptimizationprocedureis coupled
directlyto anexistingCFDanalysisalgorithm.Thenumericaloptimizationprocedure
attemptsto extremizeachosenaerodynamicmeasureof meritwhichis evaluatedbythe
chosenCFDcode.Mostof theseoptimizationproceduresrequiregradientinformationin
additionto evaluationsof theobjectivefunction. Here,thegradientrefersto changesin the
objectivefunctionwith respecto changesin thedesignvariables.Thesimplestmethodof
obtaininggradientinformationis byfinite differences.In this technique,thegradient
componentsareestimatedby independentlyperturbingeachdesignvariablewith afinite
step,calculatingthecorrespondingvalueof theobjectivefunctionusingCFDanalysis,and
formingtheratioof thedifferences.Thesemethodsareveryversatile,allowingany
reasonableaerodynamicquantityto beusedastheobjectivefunction. Theycanbeusedto
mimic aninversemethodby minimizingthedifferencebetweentargetandactualpressure
distributions,ormayinsteadbeusedto maximizeotheraerodynamicquantitiesof merit
suchasL/D. Unfortunately,thesefinite differencenumericaloptimizationmethods,unlike
theinversemethods,arecomputationallyexpensivebecauseof thelargenumberof flow
solutionsneededto determinethegradientinformationfor ausefulnumberof design
variables.Tensof thousandsof flow analyseswould berequiredfor acompletethree-
dimensionaldesign.
In ourresearch,anewmethodis developedthatavoidsthelimitationsanddifficultiesof
traditionalinversemethodswhileretainingtheirinherentcomputationalefficiency.The
methoddramaticallyreducesthecostof aerodynamicoptimizationbyreplacingthe
expensivefinite-differencemethodof calculatingtherequiredgradientswith an adjoint
variableformulation.After derivingthedifferentialform of theadjointequationsand
posingthecorrectboundaryconditionsbasedon theobjectivefunction,theresulting
systemisdiscretizedand solvedon thesamemeshasthatusedfor theflow solution. A
significanteconomizationis thusachievedbyapplyingthesamesubroutinesusedfor the
flow solutionto thesolutionof theadjointequations.Theresultingdesignprocessrequires
only oneflow calculationandoneadjointcalculationpergradientevaluation,asopposedto
thehundredsrequiredfor afinite-differencegradientinvolving hundredsof design
variables.In practicethecomputationalcostof thenewmethodis two ordersof magnitude
lessthenaconventionalapproach.
Considerable ffort asbeenfocusedin thelasttwo yearsto developcontroltheory-based
aerodynamicshapeoptimizationmethods.Thework thathastakenplacein thelasttwo
yearscanbebrokendowninto threespecificareas.
1) Two-dimensionalproof-of-conceptstudies.
2) Three-dimensionaldemonstrationandresearchtool
development.
3) NASA andindustrialevaluationandfeedback.
During thefirst year,work wasprimarily focusedin area(1)andto alesserextentarea(2).
At thebeginningof thisprogramatRIACS,methodswerein placewhichshowedthat
controltheorycouldbe usedinconjunctionwith numericaloptimizationandcomputational
fluid dynamicsto createefficientdesigntoolsfor flows governedby thepotentialflow
equation(AIAA Paper94-0499).
Duringthecourseof thefirst yearof theprogramthedevelopmentof adjointmethodswas
extendedto treattheEulerequations.In our paperattheMulti-DisciplinaryOptimization
conferenceduring sulruner1994(AIAA paper94-4272,alsoRIACSreport94.18)results
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wereshownthatdemonstratedthatcontroltheorycouldbeusedto designairfoils that
operateundertransonicconditionsbyemployingbothan analyticmappingandageneral
meshperturbationapproach.Variousobjectivefunctionsweredemonstratedshowingthe
versatility of thenewmethod. In theworkpresentedatVKI, thefirst examplesof three-
dimensionalwing designusingcontroltheorywerepresented.Finally, in apaper
presentedattheJanuary1995AerospacesSciencesMeeting(AIAA paper95-0123,also
RIACSreport95.01)resultsfor thedesignof wing andwing-bodyconfigurationsover
generalmesheswereshown.
During thelastyear(secondyearof theprogram)work continuedin area (2)butstrong
emphasiswasplacedin area(3). Oneof thesuccessesof thearea(3)effort involvedthe
participationof BeechcraftAircraft Divisionof Raytheon,Inc. Raytheonenteredintoa
cooperativeagreementwith NASA AmesResearchCenterto exploretheusefulnessof the
adjoint-basedesignoptimizationmethodswehavebeendeveloping.In themiddleof
March1995,representativesfrom Raytheonwereon-siteatAmesto testtheadjointbased
designtechniquesonanewtransonicwing thattheyweredevelopingfor anall-new
businessjet theyproposedto buildandmarket. Sinceatthattimewewereableto treat
only thedesignof wing-bodyconfigurationsandtheirdesign involvedawing-body-
nacelleconfiguration,somevery imaginativedesignstrategiesweredevelopedin orderto
permitourmethodsto be applicableto their verycomplexrealworldproblem.Themain
goalof thecooperativeeffortwasto testtheadjointdesignmethodsfor thecaseof wing
design.However,sincethenacelleson their newconfigurationwereverycloselylocated
to thewing, theyprovedto haveaverystronginfluenceontheflow solutionaboutthe
wingattransonicspeeds.Thusthedesignprocesshadto incorporatetheeffectthatthese
tightly couplednacelleshadonthewingsolution. TheremedyusedbytheAmes/Raytheon
designteamwasto modeltheexistenceof thenacellesbyabumpplacedon thesideof the
fuselagebody. The shapeandextentof this bumpwasitselfdesignedby theuseof the
adjointmethodwhereatargetpressureoptimizationwascarriedout usingtargetsobtained
from anotherCFDcodewhichanalyzesthecompleteconfigurationincludingthenacelles.
Onceanappropriatebumphadbeendesignedwhichmimickedthepresenceof thenacelles
for thebaselinewing, theadjoint-basedesignmethodwasturnedlooseto reshapethe
wing with thefuselageincludingthebodybump,whichremainedfixed. Severaliterations
with slightbumpmodificationsandwingredesignswerecarriedout inaveryrapiddesign
cycleeffort. By thebeginningof May,a newwing hadbeendesignedusingthenew
technologyandvalidatedcomputationallyusinganotherCFDcode.Thisone-monthdesign
of anewtransonicwing compareswith theusualdevelopmenttimeof morethan ayearfor
traditionalmethods. Raytheonhassincewindtunneltestedthenewwingdesignto
confm-nitspredictedperformance,andlaunchedthedesignfor production.Theytook51
ordersfor thenewairplaneon thedaytheyannouncedthedesign.Furthermore,Raytheon
hasbeensoimpressedby thecapabilityof adjoint-basedesignmethodsthattheyarenow
incorporatingtheminto their ownaircraftdesignenvironments.A paperauthoredbyboth
NASA andRaytheonpersonnelthatpresentsthebasicdesignstrategyandits outcomewas
presentedattheAerospaceSciencesMeeting,January1996(AIAA paper96-0554,also
RIACS 96.03).
Anothergroupthathastakenakeeninterestin our researchis theNASA High Speed
ResearchProgram(HSR)group. In theireffort to createeconomicallyviablesupersonic
transportconfigurationsfor thenextcenturytheyareinvestigatingtheuseof aerodynamic
shapeoptimizationto improveaerodynamicperformance.Boththetraditionalaswell as
adjoint-basedesignmethodscreatedby ourgroupat Ameshavebeentestedby theHSR
community. Duringthesummerof 1995ourgroupsupportedmanywindtunneltestsat
NASA LangleyResearchCenterin Virginia to validatetheaero-performancegains
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predictedbyouraerodynamicshapeoptimizationcapability.A paperthatgivesanexample
of thecapabilitiesof thisemergingtechnologyfor supersonicdesignwaspresentedatthe
AmericanSocietyof MechanicalEngineersannualwintermeetingin November1995(also
RIACS 95.14).
Theexperienceof workingwithRaytheonandtheHSRcommunityhasforcedusto
considermanyaspectsof aerodynamicshapedesignthatareoftenneglectedfrom the
purelyacademicstand-point.Oneof themanynewareasof researchthatwill developas
adjoint-basedesignbecomesestablishedis thestudyof possibleaerodynamicdesign
spaceparameterizations.We havemadeafirst look into thisareathroughapaperthat
explorestheuseof bothHicks-HennefunctionsandB-splinecontrolpointsasdesign
variables.ThepaperwaspresentedattheSixthIntemationalSymposiumon
ComputationalFluid Dynamicsconferencein September1995(alsoRIACSreport95.13).
In anothereffort to enhanceourcapabilities,themethodologywasextendedfor the
treatmentof multiblockstructuredthree-dimensionalmeshes.To accomplishthis taskwe
devisedthreenewelements:amultiblockflow solver,a multiblockadjointsolver,anda
multiblockmeshperturbationmethod.This newimplementationwill allow thedesignof
completeaircraftconfigurationsto betreatedaspartof thedesignprocess.Thismethod
cannowtreatthecomplexwing-body-nacelledesignneededby Raytheonwithoutresorting
to difficult fictitiousnacellestrategies.A paperwaspresentedat the34thAerospace
SciencesMeeting(AIAA paper96-0094,alsoRIACSreport96.02)whichpresentsthis
newmultiblockdesignmethod.
In spiteof themajoraccomplishmentsachievedduringthelasttwo yearsmuchmore
researchwill berequiredin orderto harnessthetruepotentialof adjoint-basedaerodynamic
design.Sincethetime of ourlastpaperin January1996,workhasbeenon-goingto port
thisdevelopingtechnologytoparallelcomputerplatformsandthusfurtherreducethe
designcycletime. A paperwaspresentedin beginningof SeptemberattheMulti-
DisciplinaryOptimizationConference(AIAA paper96-4045)thatdemonstratedthe
combinedefficiencyof parallelcomputingandadjointmethodsfor theaerodynamicdesign
of acompletehighspeedtransportconfiguration.Thisrepresentsthefirst suchcalculation
everperformedandinvolvedthesimultaneousdesignof thewing surfaceshapeandthe
nacelle/diverterintegration.Thiscompleteconfigurationdesigntool, whichuseboth
efficientparallelcomputationsandtheadjointmethod,will makeits way in thenextyear
from theresearchlevelthatit iscurrentlyin, to theproductionlevel thatis necessaryfor the
HSRcommunity.
Furtherresearchisalsounderwayin usingthethree-dimensionalsingle-block
implementationasatestbed,developmentsarebeingstudiedwhichwill allowboth
constrainedandmultipointformulationsto beincorporatedwithin theframeworkof
adjoint-basedesign. Concurrently,investigationsareunderway to extendthe
developmentof theadjointto treattheNavier-Stokesequations.Evenwith muchof this
workstill to beaccomplishedit is neverthelessgratifyingthatthedevelopmentsthathave
beenachievedthusfarhavedemonstratedbeyondadoubtthegreatvalueof adjoint-based
aerodynamicdesign. It is hopedthatwith all of theseadvances,thegreateraeronautical
sciencecommunitywill in thefutureadoptthesenewideasinto theirproductiondesign
environments.Certainlyif thework in conjunctionwith Raytheonis anyindication,this is
alreadytakingplace.
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ADAPTIVE REFINEMENTOFCOMPOSITECURVILINEAR GRIDS
StevenSuhr
A softwaresystemis beingdesignedandimplementedto managetheadaptiverefinementof
compositecurvilineargridsfor theapproximatesolutionof time-dependentpartial
differentialequations.With thesimplifyingassumptionthatthespatialdomainhasfixed
boundaries,aninitial grid is constructedusingafixed setof overlappinggrids,which
collectivelyconformto theboundariesandcoverthedomain.Refinementgrids,aligned
with theoriginalbasegrids,areaddedtomaintainaccuracyasthesolutionevolves.This
approachorganizesthegridsinto ageometricallynestedtreeof connectedcomponents,and
it explorestheuseof curvilinearstairsteprefinementgrids.
TheprogramminglanguageVorpal,currentlyunderdevelopment,will beusedin the
implementationof thissystem,takingadvantageof Vorparssupportfor datastructures,
abstractdatatypes,structuredexternalfiles,andmodularprogramstructure.An important
milestone in the transformation of Vorpal from a collection of useful concepts into a unified
preliminary design will be the translation of adaptive grid code being implemented at
Stanford by others for model problems in two space dimensions, from C into Vorpal.
When an implementation of Vorpal exists, the adaptive grid system will be extended from
two to three space dimensions, and a version which can be applied more readily to realistic
and diverse problems will be created. As the adaptive grid system evolves and grows, the
anticipated future support in Vorpal for concurrency should also be useful.
CARTESIAN GRID METHODS FOR COMPLEX GEOMETRY
Marsha Berger
We are developing algorithms to simulate steady state flows in three space dimensions
using a Cartesian grid representation of the geometry. This is in collaboration with Captain
Michael Aftosmis, at Wright-Patterson/NASA Ames Research Center, and John Melton, at
NASA Ames Research Center. In this approach, a solid object is superimposed on an
underlying Cartesian grid, and the flow is computed around the object. This makes the
problem of volume grid generation substantially easier, with the bulk of the work reduced
to finding intersections between a possibly complex configuration and a regular Cartesian
grid. However, the difficulty of grid generation is traded for the difficulties in the flow
solver of imposing solid wall boundary conditions on a non-body fitted grid. Our previous
work on flow solvers for this kind of grid however indicates that acceptable results that
maintain second order accuracy over the entire flow field can be obtained.
Our research this summer is focusing on two important issues still needing attention. The
first concerns robustness in the computational geometry procedures which form the basis
of the grid generation algorithms. We are investigating the use of high precision and
integer arithmetic packages for those cases when forward error analysis indicates an
untrustworthy computation. This will be coupled with an algorithm to handle degeneracies,
i.e. those cases with borderline results that take 99% of the programming but rarely occur.
The second issue is the inherent efficiency of a Cartesian grid Euler solver Previous studies
have shown that Cartesian non-body-fitted grids typically take on the order of 20-25%
more grid points to achieve the same accuracy as a body-fitted grid. These studies included
the use of isotropically adaptively refined cells to resolve the geometry and the flow
solution. We are investigating the use of directional adaptation to improve the efficiency,
along with redesigning the data structures to reduce memory requirements.
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DYNAMIC SPECTRALPARTITIONINGFORUNSTRUCTUREDADAPTIVE GRID
COMPUTATIONS
Andrew Sohn
Thecomputationalrequirementsfor anadaptivesolutionof unsteadyproblemschangeas
thesimulationprogresses.Thischangecausesworkloadimbalanceamongprocessorsona
parallelmachinewhich,in turn,requiressignificantdatamovementatruntime. I havebeen
developingadynamicload-balancingframework,calledJOVE,thatbalancestheworkload
acrossall processorswith aglobalview.
Oneof thekeymodulesin JOVEis ameshpartitionerwhichpartitionsacomputational
meshintopiecesto measurethecomputationalloadof eachprocessor.While I wasvisiting
RIACS,I havebeendevelopinganewmeshpartitioningmethod,calledDynamicSpectral
Partitioning.Thisdynamicspectralbisectionalgorithmisbasedon thecenterof inertiaof
theunpartitioneddualgraphverticesandutilizesinformationfrom theinitial spectral
partitioning. It is thuscapableof rapidlyupdatingapartitionfrom onegridto thenextto
allow fastruntimeloadbalancing.
A preliminaryversionof DSPhasbeendevelopedandimplementedonanIBM SP-2
distributed-memorymachine.Somepreliminaryexperimentalresultsindicatethatthe
dynamicspectralpartitioneris twice fasterthanthebestperformingpartitionerwhile
yieldingcomparablesolutionquality.
NUMERICAL METHODSFORTHE COMPRESSIBLENAVIER-STOKES
EQUATIONSWITH APPLICATIONSTO AERODYNAMICFLOWS
DavidZingg
DavidZinggcontinuedhiscollaborativeworkwithTomPulliamof the NASA Ames
ResearchCenteronnumericalmethodsfor thecompressibleNavier-Stokesequations,with
applicationsto aerodynamicflows. Topicsstudiedincludelocalpreconditioning,matrix
dissipation,Newton-Krylovmethods,andmultigridmethods.Dr. Zingg gavea seminarat
Amesentitled"Researchin CFDandRelatedInterdisciplinaryAreasattheUniversityof
TorontoInstitutefor AerospaceStudies,"whichcoveredalgorithmdevelopmentfor
computationalaerodynamics,turbulencemodelstudiesfor aerodynamicflowsat high lift,
andnumericalmethodsfor simulatingwavephenomenappliedto thetime-domain
Maxwell equations.
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B. HIGH PERFORMANCE NETWORKS
BAY AREA GIGABIT NETWORK TESTBED
Marjory J. Johnson
The planning, development and use of the Bay Area Gigabit Network Testbed (BAGNet)
has been a major project during this contract period. M. Johnson, Bill Johnston of
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and Dan Swinehart of Xerox PARC are co-coordinators
of the BAGNet project.
An effort to establish a gigabit testbed within the Bay Area began in the late 1980s.
Fourteen organizations within the Bay Area have been involved, including major
technology companies, research organizations, universities, and government laboratories.
M. Johnson has collaborated with persons from the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation
Systems Division (NAS) and the NASA Science Intemet Project Office (NSIPO) to
represent NASA in this effort. M. Johnson played a key role in writing many of the early
proposals and descriptive documents that were required during the testbed-planning
phase.
After investigating several alternatives for funding the testbed infrastructure, anopportunity
was presented through Pacific Bell's CalREN (California Research and Education)
program. This program was initiated in 1993 for the purpose of stimulating the
development and dissemination of high-speed communications applications within the
state of California. CalREN-sponsored testbeds would be provided access to Pacific
Bell's ATM network services, a necessity for our metropolitan-area testbed.
BAGNet was the first of the CalREN-sponsored testbeds to be implemented. Physical
deployment of the testbed began on December 30, 1993, when the first two testbed sites,
NASA Ames and Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), were connected to the Pacific
Bell ATM switch via OC-3c links. The remaining thirteen sites were gradually added to
the tested during 1994. Each site is connected by an OC-3c (155 Mbps) link to the Pacific
Bell infrastructure. Up to four hosts per site are directly connected to the testbed. A mesh
of permanent virtual channels provides connections between all possible pairs of hosts.
BAGNet is an IP over ATM testbed, with AAL5 as the adaptation layer.
The featured application for BAGNet is the teleseminar application. Our initial goal was to
implement simple multicast video transmissions. We set up point-to-multipoint permanent
virtual channels, to enable each host on BAGNet to broadcast to all BAGNet sites. This
enables us to simulate multicast until a better solution is developed within the standards
groups. Experimental multicast over these point-to-multipoint virtual channels began in
1994.
We have used the World Wide Web (WWW) to coordinate testbed activities and to post
information about BAGNet. The URL for the general BAGNet home page on WWW,
which is maintained by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), is
http://george.lbl.gov/BAGNet.html. Site-specific BAGNet home pages, which contain
information about the individual testbed sites, can be accessed from the LBL home page.
The RIACS testbed URL is ftp://riacs.edu/pub/Gigabit_Testbed/psyche-ping.html.
BAGNet has been an ambitious project, both because of the immature level of ATM
technology when the testbed originated, and because of the large number of testbed
12
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participantsand the heterogeneityof equipmentinvolved.Major testbed
accomplishmentsduring1995includedidentificationand resolutionof manyissuesthat
mustbeaddressedwhenbuildingarelativelylarge-scaleIP-over-ATM network,
developmentof amethodologyto maintainup-to-dateconfigurationstatus,analysisof
performancedegradationcausedbybandwidth-policingpolicies,compilationof
comprehensiveperformancestatisticsobtainedby usingvariousperformancetools(e.g.,
Netperf), andimplementationof multicastcapabilitiesby using point-to-multipoint
PVCs. Althoughweoriginallyplannedto useswitchedvirtual channelsassoonas
possible,thetechnologyis notyet ready.Hence,we havenotbeenableto experiment
with specifyinganddeliveringquality-of-serviceguarantees.Thishasbeena major
disappointmentwithin thetestbedcommunity.
During 1995severaltestbedsitesmulticastedseminarsonaregularbasisoverBAGNet.
Thequality of receptionvaried,dependingon individual workstationcapabilities.Clearly,
thebottleneckfor performanceis notthenetwork,butratherworkstationarchitectureand
protocol issues.
Latein 1995we initiatedacollaborationwith Bellcoreto capturedatafor trafficanalysis,so
thatwecanseewhatadatastreamfor arealATM applicationlookslike. Bellcore is
interestedin generaltrafficanalysisto helpthemunderstandhow to managedata
transmissionfor commercial-serviceofferings; severalof theindividual sitesplanto use
the collecteddata to model specificapplications.We are also interestedin observing
andanalyzinginteractionsbetweenapplicationsthataresharingthetestbed.
Onemeasurementperiodwasconductedin September.Dueto problemswith the
measurementequipment,a secondmeasurementperiodwasconductedin April. M.
Johnsonparticipatedin boththesesessions.Wearecurrentlyanalyzingthisdata.
Early in 1996M. JohnsonupgradedherBAGNet workstationfrom a SunSparcStation2
cloneto a SunSparcStation20clone. Thisprocesswasfrustratingandtime-consuming,
dueto thedifferencein CPUspeedof thecloneandareal SunSparcStation20. The
associatedproblemshavenotyetbeencompletelyresolved.
At RIACS,in additionto participatingin testbed-wideactivities,wearedevelopingand
testingprotocolsfor file transferthatwill utilizetheavailablehighbandwidthof thetestbed.
Wearealsodevelopinganenvironmento supportcollaborativescientificwork. Other
testbedprojectswithin NASA Amesincludevideoondemand(VOD) andremoteaccessto
NASA wind tunnels.
BAGNetparticipantshavebothgeneratedandrespondedto worldwideinterestin this
projectby contributingnumerouspublicationsandpresentationsto thenetworking
community. M. Johnsonhaswrittenthefollowing papers:
"Experienceswith theBayAreaGigabit Network Testbed,"
Proceedingsof the 5th IEEEWorkshoponFutureTrends in
Distributed Computer Systems, Aug. 1995, pp. 26-32.
"Achieving High Throughput for Data Transfer over ATM
Networks," Proceedings of the International Communications
Conference, ICC'96, June, 1996 (with Jeffrey N. Townsend).
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COLLABORATIVESCIENCE
Marjory J. Johnson
Theobjectiveof thisproject,initiatedin 1994,is to develop andanalyzenewcollaborative
workingparadigmsfor earthandspacescientistsby combiningdata-analysistoolswith
state-of-the-artnetworkingtools. Thesenewparadigmswill addresstheuseof massive
datasetsthatarestoredremotely,collaborationbetweengeographicallyseparated
colleagues,andjoint dataanalysis.
ProjectcollaboratorshaveincludedearthscientistsatNASA AmesandattheUniversityof
Arizona,networkingresearchersat SandiaNationalLaboratories- Livermore,andspace
scientistsat LockheedPaloAlto ResearchLaboratory(PARL). SeveralRIACSstudent
employeeshavemadekeycontributionstothisproject.
During1994weestablishedtheprojectinfrastructure.Wedevelopedacollaborativework
environmentusingaworkstationwhichis directlyconnectedto BAGNet (calledthe
BAGNetworkstationin theremainderof this text). We incorporatedbothacommercial
data-analysistool andaproprietaryone,buthavefoundthembothto beunsuitablefor
collaborativeuse.We haveincorporatedsoftwaretoolsdevelopedby Sandiato enable
audio/videoteleconferencingandthesharingof X-window applications.
DuringexperimentsoverBAGNet betweenRIACSandSandiain 1995,it wasirmnediately
apparenthattheSparc2 architectureof ourBAGNetworkstationwasinadequatetotake
full advantageof thebandwidthcapabilitiesofferedby BAGNet. This motivatedthe
upgradeof ourworkstationto aSparc20architecture.
In 1996wedevelopedanimage-browsingtool for viewing largeimages.Thestandard
paradigmusedinconventionalbrowsersis to downloadtheentireimagein scratchdisk
spaceprovidedat theclient'ssite,andthento view theimageby interactingwith thelocal
store.It is not feasibleto usesuchbrowsersfor very largeimagefiles, bothbecauseof the
longtimerequiredto downloadtheimageandbecauseof limitationsonclientdiskspace.
Our tool is designedspecificallyto addresstheseissues.It allowslargeimagesto be
viewedin realtime,withoutrequiringanyscratchspaceto beprovidedby theclient. In a
• typical sessionusingthis tool a userbrowsesthroughimagesin thedirectoryof aremote
server,perhapssearchingfor animageof aparticulargeographicallocationor animage
from aspecific instrument.Uponlocatingasuitablecandidate,theuserselectsthis image
for displayonhisworkstation.As theuserscrollsto varioussectionsof the image,data
for thedisplayis transferredoverthenetworkfrom theserver.A rectangleonaniconified
versionof theimageidentifiestheportionof theimagethatiscurrentlydisplayed.
We areexperimentingwith this tool overBAGNET. Thetool is speciallysuitedfor
accessingimagesoverhigh-speednetworks,sinceit isoftenconsiderablyfasterto access
datafrom aremotesystemoverahigh-speednetworkthanto retrieveit from alocal
networkfile server.
Aspartof therecentBellcoretraffic-measurementexperimentsweconductedtypical
collaborativework sessions,usingour image-browsingtool andusingSandia'svideo-
conferencingtools. We arecurrentlyanalyzingthis trafficdata,to obtainanunderstanding
of communicationpatternsfor collaborativeapplications.
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HIGH-RATE DATA TRANSFER
Marjory J. Johnson
The standard file-transfer protocol, ftp, yields throughput rates that are disappointingly
low, relative to the raw bandwidth that is available with high-performance fiber-optic
networks such as the BAGNet testbed. Disk I/O is clearly a primary bottleneck, and
sender/receiver interactions to ensure error-free transmission provide another source of
significant overhead. Such issues indicate that new data-transfer protocols must be
designed to utilize the bandwidth that is available with emerging network technologies.
Our application focus is the transfer of large image files. Since many image-transfer
applications can tolerate a low level of transmission errors, we are basing our protocol
development on UDP rather than TCP. Our goal is to develop a data-transfer protocol that
maximizes network throughput over ATM networks, while keeping transmission errors
manageable. Of course, the level of transmission errors that is considered acceptable is
application dependent.
We are currently experimenting with several techniques for data transfer, all of which
attempt to keep the transmission pipe full. We are using multiple data streams, so that disk
I/0, etc. can be overlapped with data transfer. Transmission errors are controlled via a low
level of synchronization of sender/receiver activities.
We are conducting our experiments on a variety of workstations located at three BAGNet
sites: NASA Ames, Sandia National Laboratories, and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. Preliminary results are contained in the paper, "Achieving High Throughput
for Data Transfer over ATM Networks," which was presented at the International
Communications Conference, ICC '96.
Early results validate our approach. We are able to limit transmission errors to two to three
percent, while achieving throughput rates that are several times higher than ftp rates.
MISCELLANEOUS PROJECTS
M. Johnson was co-investigator on a RIACS/University of Arizona collaboration on
"Content-based Query and Browse of Earth Science Imagery Databases using High
Performance Computers and Networks," a project funded by NASA under the HPCC/ESS
(Earth System Science) Progrmn. This project has led to an ongoing collaboration between
RIACS and the University of Arizona.
M. Johnson has directed the work of numerous summer students. Justin Paola, University
of Arizona, investigated the use of neural networks for the classification of remotely sensed
multispectral imagery. He examined the use of parallel algorithms on various NASA
computers. Michael Kumbera, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, implemented the
NAS multigrid benchmark on the CM-5. His accomplishments provided a foundation for
future work to analyze the performance of the interprocessor communication architecture of
the CM-5 and other parallel computers. Marc Bumble, Pennsylvania State University,
assisted in the collaborative science project. Jeffrey Townsend, Stanford University, has
participated in several projects involving BAGNet. Jason Deng, who will begin his studies
at Stanford University this fall, is currently assisting in the analysis of BAGNet traffic data.
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M. Johnsonhasparticipatedin ajoint NASA/DoDeffort to developinteroperabledata
communicationstandardsfor usein bothcivil andmilitary spaceprojects.Sheis currently
amemberof theISO/TC20/USSCAG13committeeto developcommunicationstandards
for spacemissions.
M. Johnsonhasbeenactivein thegeneralnetworkingcommunity,by helpingto organize
conferences,servingonvariousprogramcommittees,andby refereeingpapers.Shealso
servedonareviewcommitteefor aDoEcollaboratoryprogram,andareviewpanelfor
NSF.
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Ill. TECHNICAL REPORTS
96.01 A HIGH-ORDER FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME WITH SHARP
RESOLUTION FOR THE EULER EQUATIONS
Margot Gerritsen and Pelle Olsson (Stanford University)
January 1996 ( 27 pages)
SHOCK
We derive a high-order finite difference scheme for the Euler equations that satisfies a semi-
discrete energy estimate, and present an efficient strategy for the treatment of discontinuities
that leads to sharp shock resolution. The formulation of the semi-discrete energy estimate
is based on a symmetrization of the Euler equations that preserves the homogeneity of the
flux vector, a canonical splitting of the flux derivative vector, and the use of difference
operators that satisfy a discrete analogue to the integration-by-parts procedure used in the
continuous energy estimate. Around discontinuities or sharp gradients, refined grids are
created on which the discrete equations are solved after adding a newly consmacted artificial
viscosity. The positioning of the sub-grids and computation of the viscosity are aided by a
detection algorithm which is based on a multi-scale wavelet analysis of the pressure grid
function. The wavelet theory provides easy to implement mathematical criteria to detect
discontinuities, sharp gradients and spurious oscillations quickly and efficiently.
96.02 AERODYNAMIC SHAPE OPTIMIZATION OF COMPLEX AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATIONS VIA AN ADJOINT FORMULATION
James Reuther, Antony Jameson (Princeton University), J. Farmer (Brigham Young
University), L. Martinelli (Princeton University) and D. Saunders (Sterling Software)
January 1996 ( 17 pages)
This work describes the implementation of optimization techniques based on control theory
for complex aircraft configurations. Here control theory is employed to derive the adjoint
differential equations, the solution of which allows for a drastic reduction in computational
costs over previous design methods. In our earlier studies it was shown that this method
could be used to devise effective optimization procedures for airfoils, wings and wing-
bodies subject toeitheranalytic or arbitrary meshes. Design formulations for both potential
flows and flows governed by the Euler equations have been demonstrated, showing that
such methods can be devised for various governing equations. In our most recent works
the method was extended to treat wing-body configurations with a large number of mesh
points, verifying that significant computational savings can be gained for practical design
problems. In this paper the method is extended for the Euler equations to treat complete
aircraft configurations via a new multiblock implementation. New elements include a
multiblock-multigrid flow solver, a multiblock-multigrid adjoint solver, and a multiblock
mesh perturbation scheme. Two design examples are presented in which the new method
is used for the wing redesign of a transonic business jet.
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96.03 BUSINESS JET WING DESIGN USING AERODYNAMIC SHAPE
OPTIMIZATION
James Reuther, John W. Gallman ( NASA Ames Research Center), Neal Pfeiffer, William
Forest and David Bernstorf (Raytheon Aircraft Company)
January 1996 ( 12 pages)
A new method that relies on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and numerical
optimization is used to design a transonic business jet wing. The first step of this new
design method is to develop target pressures for a three-dimensional wing design using a
two-dimensional airfoil optimization code (MSESLINDOP). This airfoil optimization
method is fast enough to solve a six-point design problem that is representative of an entire
aircraft mission in a few minutes. A full-potential finite element code with a solution
adaptive Cartesian grid (TRANAIR) is used to analyze the wing-body-nacelle
configuration and establish the influence of the fuselage mounted nacelles on the wing
pressures. The blockage in the flow caused by these nacelles is approximated in a
wingbody Euler CFD code (SYN87) with a large bump on the aft fuselage. The SYN87
code also solves an adjoint set of equations to evaluate the flowfield. These flowfield
sensitivities enable three dimensional shape optimization in this study with a quasi-Newton
optimization routine. The objective function used to design both the fuselage bum and the
wing contours was a sum-of-squares of the difference between computed and target wing
pressures. Finally, the surface contours are modified slightly with a computer aided
drawing machine to reduce manufacturing complexity. Wind tunnel data from the Boeing
Transonic Wind Tunnel is in very good agreement with the pressure distributions
developed for the 20 _oswept wing considered in this study. This data shows that the
design goals of natural laminar flow at a Mach number of 0.75 and minimum wave drag at
a Mach number of 0.80 have been met and provides a validation of the design method
developed in this study.
96.04 EFFICIENT HELICOPTER AERODYNAMIC AND AEROACOUSTIC
PREDICTIONS ON PARALLEL COMPUTERS
Andrew M. Wissink (University of Minnesota), Anastasios S. Lyrintzis (Purdue
University), Roger C. Strawn (US Army AFDD), Leonid Oliker and Rupak Biswas
January 1996 ( 14 pages)
This paper presents parallel implementations of two codes used in a combined
CFD/Kirchhoff methodology to predict the aerodynamics and aeroacoustics properties of
helicopters. The rotorcraft Navier-Stokes code, TURNS, computes the aerodynamic
flowfield near the helicopter blades and the Kirchhoff acoustics code computes the noise in
the far field, using the TURNS solution as input. The overall parallel strategy adds MPI
message passing calls to the existing serial codes to allow for communication between
processors. As a result, the total code modifications required for parallel execution are
relatively small. The biggest bottleneck in running the TURNS code in parallel comes from
the LU-SGS algorithm that solves the implicit system of equations. We use a new hybrid
domain decomposition implementation of LU-SGS to obtain good parallel performance on
the SP-2. TURNS demonstrates excellent parallel speedups for quasi-steady and unsteady
three-dimensional calculations of a helicopter blade in forward flight. The execution rate
attained by the code on 114 processors is six times faster than the same cases run on one
processor of the Cray C-90. The parallel Kirchhoff code also shows excellent parallel
speedups and fast execution rates. As a performance demonstration, unsteady acoustic
pressures are computed at 1886 far-field observer locations for a sample acoustics problem.
The calculation requires over two hundred hours of CPU time on one C-90 processor but
takes only a few hours on 80 processors of the SP2. The resultant far-field acoustic field is
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analyzed with state-of-the-art audio and video rendering of the propagating acoustic
signals.
96.05 NUMERICAL CONFORMAL MAPPING USING CROSS-RATIOS AND
DELAUNAY TRIANGULATION
Tobin A. Driscoll (Cornell University) and Stephen A. Vavasis (Comell University)
January 1996 (32 pages)
We propose a new algorithm for computing the Riemann mapping of the unit disk to a
polygon, also known as the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. The new algorithm,
CRDT, is based on cross-ratios of the prevertices, and also on cross-ratios of quadrilaterals
in a Delaunay triangulation of the polygon. The CRDT algorithm produces an accurate
representation of the Riemann mapping even in the p.resence of arbitrary long, thin regions
in the polygon, unlike any previous conformal mapping, algorithm. We believe that CRDT
can never fail to converge to the correct Riemann mapping, but the correctness and
convergence proof depend on conjectures that we have so far not been able to prove. We
demonstrate convergence with computational experiments. The Riemann mapping has
applications to problems in two-dimensional potential theory and to finite-difference mesh
generation. We use CRDT to produce a mapping and solve a boundary value problem on
long, thin regions for which no other algorithm can solve these problems.
96.06 AN OVERSET GRID NAVIER-STOKES/KIRCHHOFF-SURFACE METHOD
FOR ROTORCRAFT AERACOUSTIC PREDICTIONS
Earl P. N. Duque (US Army AFDD), Roger C. Strawn (US Army AFDD), Jasim Ahmad
(Sterling Software) and Rupak Biswas
January 1996 (13 pages)
This paper describes a new method for computing the flowfield and acoustic signature of
arbitrary rotors in forward flight. The overall scheme uses a finite-difference Navier-
Stokes solver to compute the aerodynamic flowfield near the rotor blades. The equations
are solved on a system of overset grids that allow for prescribed cyclic and flapping blade
motions and capture the interactions between the rotor blades and wake. The far-field noise
is computed with a Kirchhoff integration over a surface that completely encloses the rotor
blades. Flowfield data are interpolated onto this Kirchhoff surface using the same overset-
grid techniques that are used for the flowfield solution. As a demonstration of the overall
prediction scheme, computed results for far-field noise are compared with experimental
data for both high-speed impulsive (HSI) and blade-vortex interaction (BVI) cases. The
HSI case showed good agreement with experimental data while a preliminary attempt at the
BVI case did not. The computations clearly show that temporal accuracy, spatial accuracy
and grid resolution in the Navier-Stokes solver play key roles in the overall accuracy of the
predicted noise. These findings will be addressed more closely in future BVI
computations. Overall, the overset-grid CFD scheme provides a powerful new framework
for the prediction of helicopter noise.
96.07 SATISFIABILITY TEST WITH SYNCHRONOUS SIMULATED ANNEALING
ON THE FUJITSU AP1000 MASSIVELY-PARALLEL MULTIPROCESSOR
Andrew Sohn (NJIT) and Rupak Biswas
March 1996 ( 8 Pages)
Solving the hard Satisfiability Problem is time consuming even for modest-sized problem
instances. Solving the Random L-SAT Problem is especially difficult due to the ratio of
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clauses to variables. This report presents a parallel synchronous simulated annealing
method for solving the Random L-SAT Problem on a large-scale distributed-memory
multiprocessor. In particular, we use a parallel synchronous simulated annealing
procedure, called Generalized Speculative Computation, which guarantees the same
decision sequence as sequential simulated annealing. To demonstrate the performance of
the parallel method, we have selected problem instances varying in size from100-
variables/425-clauses to 5000-variables/21,250-clauses. Experimental results on the
AP1000 multiprocessor indicate that our approach can satisfy 99.9% of the clauses while
giving almost a 70-fold speedup on 500 processors.
96.08 ACHIEVING HIGH THROUGHPUT FOR DATA
NETWORKS
Marjory J. Johnson and Jeffrey N. Townsend
March 1996 ( 8 pages)
Proceedings of IEEE ICC '96, June 1996, pp. 405 - 411
TRANSFER OVER ATM
File-transfer rates for ftp are often reported to be relatively slow, compared to the raw
bandwidth available in emerging gigabit networks. While a major bottleneck is disk I/O,
protocol issues impact performance as well. Ftp was developed and optimized for use over
the TCP/IP protocol stack of the Intemet. However, TCP has been shown to run
inefficiently over ATM. In an effort to maximize network throughput, data-transfer
protocols can be developed to run over UDP or directly over IP, rather than over TCP. If
error-free transmission is required, techniques for achieving reliable transmission can be
included as part of the transfer protocol. However, selected image-processing applications
can tolerate a low level of errors in images that are transmitted over a network. In this
paper we report on experimental work to develop a high-throughput protocol for unreliable
data transfer over ATM networks. We attempt to maximize throughput by keeping the
communications pipe full, but still keep packet loss under five percent. We use the Bay
Area Gigabit Network Testbed as our experimental platform.
96.09 AERODYNAMIC
James John Reuther
May 1996 (226 pages)
SHAPE OPTIMIZATION USING CONTROL THEORY
Aerodynamic shape design has long persisted as a difficult scientific challenge due to its
highly nonlinear flow physics and daunting geometric complexity. However, with the
emergence of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) it has become possible to make
accurate predictions of flows which are not dominated by viscous effects. It is thus
worthwhile to explore the extension of CFD methods for flow analysis to the treatment of
aerodynamic shape design. Two new aerodynamic shape design methods are developed
which combine existing CFD technology, optimal control theory, and numerical
optimization techniques. Flow analysis methods for the potential flow equation and the
Euler equations form the basis of the two respective design methods. In each case, optimal
control theory is used to derive the adjoint differential equations, the solution of which
provides the necessary gradient information to a numerical optimization method much more
efficiently then by conventional finite differencing. Each technique uses a quasi-Newton
numerical optimization algorithm to drive an aerodynamic objective function toward a
minimum. An analytic grid perturbation method is developed to modify body fitted meshes
to accommodate shape changes during the design process. Both Hicks-Henne perturbation
functions and B-spline control points are explored as suitable design variables. The new
methods prove to be computationally efficient and robust, and can be used for practical
airfoil design including geometric and aerodynamic constraints. Objective functions are
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chosento allow bothinversedesignto atarget pressuredistributionandwavedrag
minimization.Severaldesigncasesarepresentedfor eachmethodillustratingits
practicalityandefficiency.Theseincludenon-liftingandlifting airfoilsoperatingat both
subsonicandtransonicconditions.
96.10 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION AND
HELICOPTER NOISE
Roger C. Strawn (US Army AFDD), Leonid Oliker and Rupak Biswas
May 1996 (11 pages)
ANALYSIS OF
This paper describes several new methods to predict and analyze rotorcraft noise. These
methods are: 1) a combined computational fluid dynamics and Kirchhoff scheme for far-
field noise predictions, 2) parallel computer implementation of the Kirchhoff integrations,
3) audio and visual rendering of the computed acoustic predictions over large far-field
regions, and 4) acoustic tracebacks to the Kirchhoff surface to pinpoint the sources of the
rotor noise. The paper describes each method and presents sample results for three test
cases. The first case consists of in-plane high-speed impulsive noise and the other two
cases show idealized parallel and oblique blade-vortex interactions. The computed results
show good agreement with available experimental data but convey much more information
about the far-field noise propagation. When taken together, these new analysis methods
exploit the power of new computer technologies and offer the potential to significantly
improve our prediction and understanding of rotorcraft noise.
96.11 PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ADAPTIVE SCHEME FOR 3D
UNSTRUCTURED GRIDS ON THE SP2
Leonid Oliker, Rupak Biswas and Roger C. Strawn (US Army AFDD)
May 1996 (13 pages)
Dynamic mesh adaption on unstructured grids is a powerful tool for computing unsteady
flows that require local grid modifications to efficiently resolve solution features. For this
work, we consider an edge-based adaption scheme that has shown good single-processor
performance on the C90. We report on our experience parallelizing this code for the SP2.
Results show a 47.0X speedup on 64 processors when 10\% of the mesh is randomly
refined. Performance deteriorates to 7.7X when the same number of edges are ref'med in a
highly-localized region. This is because almost all the mesh adaption is confined to a single
processor. However, this problem can be remedied by repartitioning the mesh immediately
after targeting edges for refinement but before the actual adaption takes place. With this
change, the speedup improves dramatically to 43.6X.
96.12 A REVIEW OF HIGH-ORDER AND OPTIMIZED FINITE-DIFFERENCE
METHODS FOR SIMULATING LINEAR WAVE PHENOMENA
David W. Zingg (University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies)
June 1996 (29 pages)
Submitted to the AIAA 13th CFD conference and Journal of Computational Physics.
This paper presents a review of high-order and optimized finite-difference methods for
numerically simulating the propagation and scattering of linear waves, such as
electromagnetic, acoustic, or elastic waves. The spatial operators reviewed include
compact schemes, noncompact schemes, schemes on staggered grids, and schemes which
are optimized to produce specific characteristics. The time-marching methods discussed
include Runge-Kutta methods, Adams-Bashforth methods, and the leapfrog method. In
addition, the following fourth-order fully-discrete finite-difference methods are considered:
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a one-stepimplicit schemewith athree-pointspatialstencil,aone-stepexplicitschemewith
a five-pointspatialstencil,andatwo-stepexplicitschemewith afive-pointspatialstencil.
For eachmethodstudied,thenumberof grid pointsperwavelengthrequiredfor accurate
simulationof wavepropagationoverlargedistancesis presented.Recommendationsare
madewith respecto thesuitabilityof themethodsfor specificproblemsandpractical
aspectsof their use,suchasappropriateCourantnumbersandgrid densities.Avenuesfor
futureresearcharesuggested.
96.13 UNSTRUCTURED ADAPTIVE GRID COMPUTATIONS ON AN ARRAY OF
SMPS
Rupak Biswas, Ira Pramanick (SGI) Andrew Sohn (NJIT) and Horst Simon (NERSC -
LBL)
July 1996 (8 pages)
Proceedings of Parallel CFD '96, May 1996
Dynamic load balancing is necessary for the parallel adaptive solution of unsteady problems
in fluid dynamics, since their computational requirements change as the simulation
progresses leading to load imbalance. JOVE is such a dynamic load-balancing framework.
We study the performance of two different implementations of JOVE on the Silicon
Graphics' POWER CHALLENGEarray. This parallel machine is an array of shared-
memory symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) systems, an architecture that is becoming
increasingly popular as the most useful model of scaleable parallel computing. Parallel
algorithms need to be designed to exploit the hybrid communication model offered by such
an architecture, and in this paper, we study these issues as they relate to JOVE.
96.14 ALGORITHMS FOR AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT OF ARRAYS
Leonid Oliker, Siddhartha Chatteerjee ( University of North Carolina), John R. Gilbert
(Xerox PARC), Robert Schreiber (Hewlett-Packard Company) and Thomas J. Sheffler
(Rambus, Inc.)
August 1996 (32 pages)
Appeared in a special issue of the Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, August
1996.
Aggregate data objects (such as arrays) are distributed across the processor memories when
compiling a data-parallel language for a distributed-memory machine. The mapping
determines the amount of communication needed to bring operands of parallel operations
into alignment with each other. A common approach is to break the mapping into two
stages: an alignment that maps all the objects to an abstract template, followed by a
distribution that maps the template to the processors. This paper describes algorithms for
solving the various facets of the alignment problem: axis and stride alignment, static and
mobile offset alignment, and replication labeling. We show that optimal axis and stride
alignment is NP-complete for general program graphs, and give a heuristic method that can
explore the space of possible solutions in a number of ways. We show that some of these
strategies can give better solutions than a simple greedy approach proposed earlier. We
also show how local graph contractions can reduce the size of the problem significantly
without changing the best solution. This allows more complex and effective heuristics to
be used. We show how to model the static offset alignment problem using linear
programming, and we show that loop-dependent mobile offset alignment is sometimes
necessary for optimum performance. We describe an algorithm with for determining
mobile alignments for objects within do loops. We also identify situations in which
replicated alignment is either required by the program itself or can be used to improve
performance. We describe an algorithm based on network flow that replicates objects so as
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tO minimize the total amount of broadcast communication in replication. We present
experimental results showing the effect of our axis/stride alignment algorithm on the
performance of some example programs running on the CM-5.
96.15 IMPACT OF LOAD BALANCING ON UNSTRUCTURED ADAPTIVE GRID
COMPUTATIONS FOR DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY MULTIPROCESSORS
Rupak Biswas, Andrew Sohn (NJIT) and Horst Simon (NERSC - LBL)
July 1996 (8 pages)
To appear Proceedings of 8th IEEE Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing,
October 23-16, 1996
The computational requirements for an adaptive solution of unsteady problems change as
the simulation progresses. This causes workload imbalance among processors on a parallel
machine which, in turn, requires significant data movement at runtime. We present a new
dynamic load-balancing framework, called JOVE, that balances the workload across all
processors with a global view. Whenever the computational mesh is adapted, JOVE is
activated to eliminate the load imbalance. JOVE has been implemented on an IBM SP2
distributed-memory machine in MPI for portability. Experimental results for two model
meshes demonstrate that mesh adaption with load balancing gives more than a sixfold
improvement over one without load balancing. We also show that JOVE gives a 24-fold
speedup on 64 processors compared to sequential execution.
96.16 GLOBAL LOAD BALANCING WITH PARALLEL MESH ADAPTION ON
DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY SYSTEMS
Rupak Biswas, Leonid Oliker and Andrew Sohn (NJIT)
August 1996 (17 pages)
To appear Supercomuting "96, November 1996
Dynamic mesh adaption on unstructured grids is a powerful tool for efficiently computing
unsteady problems to resolve solution features of interest. Unfortunately, this causes load
imbalance among processors on a parallel machine. This paper describes the parallel
implementation of a tetrahedral mesh adaption scheme and a new global load balancing
method. A heuristic remapping algorithm is presented that assigns partitions to processors
such that the redistribution cost is minimized. Results indicate that the parallel
performance of the mesh adaption code depends on the nature of the adaption region and
show a 35.5X speedup on 64 processors of an SP2 when 35% of the mesh is randomly
adapted. For large-scale scientific computations, our non-balanced loads. Furthermore,
our heuristic remapper yields processor assignments that are less than 3% off the optimal
solutions but requires only 1% of the computational time.
96.17 AERODYNAMIC SHAPE OPTIMIZATION OF SUPER SONIC AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATIONS VIA AN ADJOINT FORMULATION ON DISTRIBUTED
MEMORY PARALLEL COMPUTERS
James Reuther, Juan Jose Alonso (Princeton University), Mark J. Rimlinger (Simco) and
A. Jameson (Princeton University)
September 1996 (18 pages)
This work describes the application of a control theory-based aerodynamic shape
optimization method to the problem of supersonic aircraft design. The design process is
greatly accelerated through the use of both control theory and a parallel implementation on
distributed memory computers. Control theory is employed to derive the adjoint
differential equations whose solution allows for the evaluation of design gradient
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information at a fraction of the computational cost required by previous design methods.
The resulting problem is then implemented on parallel distributed memory architectures
using a domain decomposition approach, an optimized communication schedule, and the
MPI (Message Passing Interface) Standard for portability and efficiency. The final result
achieves very rapid aerodynamic design based on higher order computational fluid
dynamics methods (CFD). In our earlier studies, the serial implementation of this design
method was shown to be effective for the optimization of airfoils, wings, wing-bodies, and
complex aircraft configurations using both the potential equation and the Euler equations.
In our most recent paper, the Euler method was extended to treat complete aircraft
configurations via a new multiblock implementation. Furthermore, during the same
conference, we also presented preliminary results demonstrating that this basic
methodology could be ported to distributed memory parallel computing architectures. In
this paper, our concern will be to demonstrate that the combined power of these new
technologies can be used routinely in an industrial design environment by applying it to the
case study of the design of typical supersonic transport configurations. A particular
difficulty of this test case is posed by the propulsion/airframe integration.
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